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INTRODUCTION

Welcome, gorgeous manifester! I am so, so happy you are here.
Since May 1, 2017, I have been sharing my Mastering the Art of
Manifesting coaching and teachings with thousands globally
and now I am so excited to share what has been so successful for
myself and countless clients to date, with you, gorgeous soul.
I have put this book together as an easy to follow, 21-day guide.
Each day I will share a simple but powerful manifesting tool or
mindset insight with you. These teachings and techniques don't
just work for me, they work for the hundreds of people that I have
worked with since May 2017, and now, it is time to spread this
incredible knowledge and to take it out to the millions worldwide,
who desire to absorb it.
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This book is intentionally set out to be easy to follow and simplistic
in its nature. Manifesting and Law of Attraction loves simplicity
and ease. None of what I teach is complex and, once you know it
you can’t unknow it and you will have this powerful knowledge
for life.
Formerly from the London corporate world, I somehow always
had an innate knowing that there was more to life. I always felt
like I was on autopilot, caught up in the 9 to 5, 40-year plan and
commuter treadmill, yet I felt resigned to this lifestyle and I
couldn’t see another way.
During this time of my London career, about ten years ago, I
discovered the book Ask and It Is Given, which my beautiful sister
gifted me, and as soon as I opened it I knew I had stumbled upon
the missing jigsaw piece.
In May 2017, I threw caution to the wind and leapt into the arms of
the Universe and decided to follow my one and only passion — I
decided to become a Manifesting and Law of Attraction Coach.
Since that time I have lived and breathed the tools that I will
share with you throughout this 21-day journey that we are about
to embark upon together, and I have manifested SO much: my
dream cottage (down to every detail including the blue front
door!), my dream car, a multiple six-figure income, a place on the
life-changing Abraham Hicks cruise, a luxury trip to the Maldives,
business class flights and first-class flights and so, so much more.
But this isn’t just about manifesting money and material things,
this is about manifesting a sense of deep fulfilment, joy and
passion that I now experience virtually daily — something I will
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never take for granted. I am living the best version of me, and in
the process, inspiring and helping thousands. I have found my
passion and live and breathe my purpose.
Helping others too to follow their bliss, to unearth their passion
and purpose and to also become limitless, is what sets my soul
on fire.
When you work with the Law of Attraction, you are more powerful
than one million people who don’t leverage these universal laws.
Currently less than 5% of the global population deliberately
utilises Law of Attraction to design and create the lives of their
dreams. I want to help lead the way in increasing this percentage
and in widening the reach of this knowledge.
My vision is huge and the ripple effect that I am creating is already
significant. I am helping thousands who are, in turn, helping more
and more people. I am training people to do what I do and to coach
this magic on, and I am helping my clients and following globally,
to master and share these tools with their friends and loved ones.
If you surrender to the teachings within this book over the next
21 days you will feel happier, more at peace, and you’ll notice the
magic of the Universe manifesting your desires, every single day.
As you get to know me during our time together, you will learn that
I am all about taking action — but this isn't action as you probably
know it. This isn't a heavy, hard-work feeling type of action, this
is an expansive and playful action that will set your soul on fire.
It will make your heart sing and create eager excitement and
anticipation within you.
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D AY 1
MY DREAM DAY JOURNAL
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DO YOU EVER JUST THINK IS THIS IT?
Shouldn’t there be more to life?
Is there a hidden jigsaw piece that you’re simply not seeing?
If this is you, then carry on reading.
Sarah Morgan is a Manifesting and Law of Attraction Coach who has changed so many lives in
such a short space of time, and who is passionate about helping millions globally. This book
encompasses her work, teachings and tools, and her utterly infectious passion for manifesting,
including:
 Tried and tested manifesting rituals for each and every stage of your journey.
 Clear advice on establishing successful manifesting routines.
 Empathetic approach to creating your dream life and attracting money and all
that you desire; and best of all, manifesting complete happiness, passion and
fulﬁlment.
This 21-day guide will change your life and you can begin right here, right now…
WELCOME TO THE BEGINNING OF EVERYTHING YOU WANT.

